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ABSTRACT 
In the paper ‘Discrepancy and distance between sets’ G. Myerson studied several notions of dis- 
tances and discrepancies of point distributions on the unit interval. Among several results he proves 
an inequality between p-discrepancy (p 2 1) and the ‘distance’ between -element subsets of the unit 
interval. This paper contains a proof of his conjecture that this inequality holds in a stronger version, 
Furthermore it can be transferred to arbitrary probability distributions on the unit interval which are 
Bore1 measures. The results can be embedded into a topological context. The last section contains a 
corollary which is a further expansion of the inequality’s domain of validity. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [M] G. Myerson considers finite subsets S and T of the unit interval Z = 
[0, l] having the same cardinality n, say 
s = ($1 < ... < so}, T = {tl < ... < tn}. 
BY 
~S-T~=max{~q-~ti~~i=l,...,~} 
a metric on the system of all n-element subsets is defined. For the set S one con- 
siders the induced distribution function 
gS(X) =i#{i= l,...,IzISi 5X). 
* Institut fur Algebra und Diskrete Mathematik der TU Wien, Kommission fiir Mathematik der 
ijsterreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften. 
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For p 2 1 the p-discrepancy Dp(S) (cf. for instance the textbook [KN]) is defined 
as the L,-distance d,(gs,x) between g,s and the distribution function x of the 
continuous uniform distribution on Z (i.e. the Lebesgue measure). Recall that for 
arbitrary f, g E LP the L,-distance dP( f, g) is defined by 
dp(f, g) = 
( 
i/P 
d IS(x) - g(xV’dx) . 
Myerson proves 
with some c 5 2 and conjectures that the inequality holds for c = 1. For c < 1 
counterexamples can be found. 
If one defines for arbitrary nondecreasing maps (or, which is essentially the 
same, for arbitrary distribution functions of Bore1 probability measures on I) f 
and g : Z + Z the distance d(f, g) by 
d(f>g) 
=inf{e>O/ f(x+E) >g(x) and g(x+e) 2 f(x) for all XE [0, l-e]} 
one observes d(gs, gT) = IS - T 1. Hence Myerson’s conjecture follows from 
Theorem 1. 
Idp(L uJp - dpk, +‘I 5 d(f, g) 
for all nondecreasing f, g, v : Z + I. In particular (for v = g) this implies 
dp(f,gY 5 d(f,g) 
and (for ZI s 0) 
{ (f(x)P -g(x)‘)dx I d(f,g). 
After several preparations in Section 2 the proof of Theorem 1 will be given in 
Section 3 and is the main object of this paper. Section 4 presents a corollary of 
Theorem 1 concerning an arbitrary (not necessarily monotonic) measurable 
v:z--+z. 
2. SEVERAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Before we start with the proof of Theorem 1 we present a few remarks and 
notations: 
d and dP are pseudometrics on the set of all monotonic nondecreasing func- 
tions f : Z --f I. For such an f the right and left side limits 
f(x+) =inf{f(y)Jv>x} forx< 1 
and 
f(x-) = sup{f(y) ]y <x} for x > 0 
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exist. It is easy to see that d(f,g) = 0 iff &(f,g) = 0 iff f(x’) = g(x’) for all 
x E [0, 1) iff f(x-) = g(x-) f or all x E (0, l] iff f and g differ at most on a 
countable set of common discontinuities. In this case we write f N g and may 
identify f and g. In other words: We may consider f E M to be defined by all the 
values f(x+), x E [0, 1) where 
M = {f : I + Z 1 f(x) i f(y) for all x L y E I}/.__ 
is the factor set with respect o the equivalence N. Correspondingly, d and dp are 
metrics on M. Sometimes it is convenient o choose the unique representative of 
an equivalence class which satisfies f(1) = 1 and f(x) = f(x+), i.e. which is 
continuous from the right. Note that this f is the distribution function of a 
measure. Thus we have a bijective correspondence between all f E M and all 
probability measures ,LL on Z defined on the a-algebra of Bore1 sets if we put 
40, Xl) = fb’). 
Several times we shall use that for all a, b E R the function 
aa,b(Y) = la -YIP - lb -Y(’ 
is monotonically nondecreasing if a < b and nonincreasing if b < a. This follows 
from the convexity of the function x H (xlp for p 2 1. For us the case a = f(x), 
b = g(x) will be of interest. 
Another observation simplifying the proof of Theorem 1 is that it suffices to 
consider f, g, u E S C M where S is the set of monotonic step functions, more 
precise: f E S iff f E M and there is a finite set 
{o=x~<xi<~~‘<x,=1}~z 
Lemma. Theorem 1 follows if 
holds for all f, g, v E S. 
Proof. First we prove claim 1: Let f E M and E > 0. Then there is an s E S with 
d,(f,s) < E and d(f,s) < E. 
Proof of claim 1: First choose an integer n > 1 /E and define 
yi=inf xEZ f(x)>iorx=l 
1 I 1 
, i=O ,..., n. 
Then put zi = i/n, i = 0, . . . , n, and let 
X={x~=o<x,<~~~<x~=1} 
be the set of all yi and Zi. NOW define s by szf(xif_,) on .Zi = (xi_i,xi), i= 
1 ,..‘7 n. Then, by construction of the yi, we have If(x) - s(x) 1 5 1 /n for (almost) 
all x E I, hence d,,(f, s) < l/n < E, and by the choice of the zi we also have 
d(f,s) 5 l/n < E. 
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To finish the proof of the lemma use claim 1 to get s~,sg,sv E S such that 
&(f, v), d,(g, %), dp(w, sU), d(f, q) and d(g, g) s are sufficiently small and derive 
I$& uY - dp(g, +I < Idp(Jf,Q - dp(~g,%YI d(Sf,Sg) + ; 
I U g) + c. 
Since E > 0 can be taken arbitrarily this proves the lemma. 0 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
By the lemma of Section 2 everything we have to prove is IF(f, g, ZI)] 5 d(f, g) 
for arbitrary f, g, w E S where 
F(f,g,v) =F1(f,g,v) =qf,w)P -qg+Y, 
J’J(~, g, u) = .I” $0, g, 21, x)dx and 
vu-, g, WY x> = If(x) - 441P - k(x) - f4x)IP. 
The idea of the proof of Theorem 1 is, starting with (fe, go, wo) = (f, g, u), to 
construct a finite chain (f;, gi, vi), i = 0, 1,2,3,4,5, of triplets such that 
F(h,gi,vi) < F(J;-+l,gi+r,vi+r) and d(f;+r,gi+r) 5 d(f;:,gi). 
We will finish with ~5 3 0, fs G 1 and gs = xfE, 11 such that 
F(f,g,v) 5 F(fs,g5,%) = E = wi,gs) 5 4f,d. 
Changing the roles off and g one also gets 
-F(f,g, w) = F(g,f, u) 5 d(gJ) = d(f,g), 
yielding Theorem 1. 
For f, g, w E M we call an interval J C I (f,g, w)-regular if either f(x) < 
g(x) 6 U(X) for all x E J or U(X) I g(x) _< f(x) for all x E J. Similarly call J 
(f, g)-regular if eitherf(x) 5 g(x) or g(x) < f(x) for all x E J. 
Ji= (Xi-l,Xi), i= l,,..,n, (0 = x0 < x1 < . . . < x, = 1) 
is called an (f,g, w)- resp. (f,g)-regular decomposition if each Ji is (f, g, w)- 
resp. (f, g)-regular but no (xi_ 1, Xi+ 1). Forf, g E S there always exists an (f, g)- 
regular decomposition. A property of regular decompositions which will be cru- 
cial in the proof is that 
sup{f(x), g(x), w(x) ( x E Ji- I} I inf{f(x),g(x), V(X) ( x E Ji} 
resp. 
sup{f(x), g(x) ( x E Ji- 11 I inf{f(x), g(x) ( x E Ji) 
for i = 2,. . , n. This guarantees that within each J we may change the values of 
the functions without destroying monotonic&y between different regular inter- 
vals as long as the bounds sup and inf in J are valid. Similarly d(f,g) with re- 
spect to the whole interval I cannot increase if it does not with respect o J. 
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To describe the subsequent constructions it is convenient o define the follow- 
ing properties Pj for a triplet (f, g, w): 
l Pi): f,g,vES. 
l PI: There exists an (f, g)-regular decomposition Ji, i = 1, . . . , n, such that v 
is a constant on each Ji. 
l P2: For every x E I either v(x) 5 g(x) If(x) or f (x) I g(x) 5 w(x). To- 
gether with PO this guarantees the existence of an (f, g, v)-regular decomposi- 
tion. 
0 P3: v(x) 5 g(x) < f(x) for all x E I. 
l P4: v s 0 and g(x) If(x) for all x E I. 
l Ps: wrO,f -landg=X[,ll. 
For j = 0, 1,2,3,4 we shall show that for any given triplet (f, g, u) with PO and pi 
there exists a triplet (f ‘, g’, w’) with 
l (a) PO, 
l (b) Pi+15 
l (cl F(f,g,v) L F(f’,g’,v’) and 
l (4 d(f ‘7 g’) I d(f > g). 
This will give rise to a chain as announced above. 
j=O: Putf’=f,g’=gandd fi e ne w’ as follows: fix any (f, g)-regular de- 
composition. For every J = (a, 6) of this decomposition define v’ = w(u’) on J 
if g < f on J and v’ 3 v(b-) otherwise. For (f ‘,g’, w’) (a), (b) and (d) are tri- 
vial. To derive (c)just use the monotonicity of of(x),+) to derive 
?qf’,g’,v’,x) = $(f,g,v’,x) L @(f,g,v,x) 
for every x E I. 
j=l: Fixan(f, ) g -regular decomposition as guaranteed by PI. Put f’ = f 
and v’ = v. To define g’ distinguish, for each J of the decomposition, two cases: 
Firstcase: f <gonJ.J=JIUJ2UJ3withf <g<vonJl,f Iv<gonJz 
andw<f <gonJ3.Putg’=gonJ1,g’=wonJ2andgt=f onJ3. 
Secondcase: glf onJ.J=J,UJ2UJ3withg<f IvonJ,,g<v<f on 
JZandw<g<f onJ3_Putg’=f onJI,g’=wonJ2andg’=gonJ3. 
It may be left to the reader to check that (a), (b), (c) and (d) hold. 
j = 2: Consider an (f, g, v)-regular decomposition as in P2 and apply to each 
corresponding (f, g, v)-regular J = (a, b) the following construction. If w 5 g 5 
f on J putf’(J=f IJ, g’\J=g( J and w’ \J = u [J for the restrictions on J. 
Otherwise consider the minimal rectangle R = J x [c, d] such that the graphs of 
f IJ, g )J and w ]J are contained in R. Execute a half rotation (i.e. angle = r) of R 
around its centre and take the images of the graphs as the new graphs off’ IJ, 
g’ (J and w’ 1~. The property of an (f,g, v)-regular decomposition mentioned 
above guarantees PO for (f ‘, g’, v’), i.e. (a). Note that the values of F and d do 
not change: F( f ‘, g’, w’) = F( f, g, v) and d( f ‘, g’) = d( f, g), hence (c) and (d). 
Finally also (b), i.e. w’ 5 g’ 2 f ‘, is obvious. 
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j = 3: It is trivial that (f’, g’, u’) with f’ = f, g’ = g and w’ E 0 satisfies (a), 
(b) and (d). For (c) use the monotonicity of qf(X),g(x). 
j = 4: Let E = d(f, g), f’ z 1, V’ = v = 0 and g’ be the characteristic func- 
tion of the interval [E, l] then (a), (b) and (d) are trivial. It remains to prove (c) 
which means 
For every y E Z we introduce the auxiliary functions 
f,(x) = min(f(x), Y) and g,(x) = min(g(x), v). 
Furthermore we define 
G(y) = J (.&(x)~ - gy(x)p)dx and GO(Y) = ~9. 
I 
Let be all values off and g among the numbers 
O=yo<Jq<...<yn=l. 
We shall show 
G(~~)-G(y~_~)I&(yp-yiP_,) fori=l,...,n. 
By G(yo) = G(0) = 0 = y{ then the relation 
F(f,g,O) = G(l) - G(O) = $i (G(yi) - G(yi- 1)) 
<cc (Y:-YiP_,)=4Y;-YgP)=E 
i=l 
will follow. 
The sets 
A={xE~Ig(x)If(x)Iyi-l}, 
B={xEZIg(x)_<yi-l,yi<f(x)} and 
c = {x E I ) Yi .s &T(x) I f(x)) 
form a partition of I. Hence 
G(Yi) = J (f(~)~ - g(x)“)dx + J (y,! - g(x)‘)dx and 
A B 
G(Yi-1) = J (f(x)“-g(X)P)dX+ J (Y,“_, -g(x)“)dX, 
A B 
therefore 
G(Yi)-G(yi-l)=S(yp-yiP_,)d~=X(B)(yP-yiP_~). 
B 
d(f, g) = E implies X(B) 5 E’, thus 
G(yi) - G(Yi- 1) I E(_Y~ - yip_ 1). q 
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Remark. The inequality dp(f, g)p 5 d(f, g) expresses that the topology c?d in- 
duced by d is stronger than c?,, the topology induced by dp. In symbols: c3, C Od. 
One may ask for the relations among other topologies on M: 
Let 0 denote the quotient topology of the compact Tychonoff topology (de- 
scribing pointwise convergence) after the identification via N, cf. Section 2. Then 
0 is compact and Hausdorff. 
Furthermore one may consider c3,, the topology of uniform convergence (of 
all right side limits f(x+)) and O,, the weak topology, which is the weakest o- 
pology on M such that for all continuous v : I + I the map 
@:M-+R, f ++ .r G)df’(x+) 
is continuous. Here the correspondence between f E M and Bore1 probability 
measures on I is used (cf. Section 2). Using uniform continuity of 2/ and a 
standard approximation argument one sees that convergence w.r.t. c3 implies 
weak convergence, i.e. 0, C 0. Since 0 is compact and Hausdorff and 0, is 
Hausdorff too, this implies 0, = 0. Similarly one proves C3p = 0. (That there is 
a metric d’ inducing 0, follows from the fact that Z has a countable topological 
base, cf. [B], 46.4, p. 233. Since 0, = 0 = CJp, every dp, p > 1, can be taken as d’.) 
The question whether there hold further inclusions can be answered negatively 
by the following examples: 
The sequence fn = 1 /n converges to f z 0 in the sense of c? and 0, but not in 
the sense of o& 
The sequence f,, = x[lin, 11 (characteristic function of the interval [l/n, 11) 
converges to f z 1 in the sense of (3 and od but not of U,. 
Thus we may summarize 
0 = C-J, = up c 0, 
c ud 
where the inclusions c are strict and neither c?, C c?d nor od C_ 0,. 
4. A COROLLARY OF THEOREM 1 
Theorem 2. Let f, g E M and u : Z -+ I be an arbitrary measurable selfmap of I. 
Then 
ldp(fr4P - dpkr4PI L 2d(f,g). 
Proof. W.1.o.g. (cf. the discussion in Section 2) let f and g be continuous from 
the right. Define the sets 
A = {x E Z 1 g(x) I: f (x)1, B = Ix E Z ( f(x) 5 g(x)) 
and, as in Section 3, the function 
Nx) = If(x) - WIP - k(x) - G)IP. 
Then 
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gP(f> uJP - 44&T ujp = I +(xMx + I $,(x)dx. 
To estimate the first term we use, as in Section 3, the monotonicity of the func- 
tion af(X),g(X) to derive 
,s $(x)dx I .J (f(xY -g(x)% 
Consider the restricted Lebesgue measures 
AA(M) = X(M n A), XJ(M) = A(M n .I) 
with J = [0,X(A)] and the map 
r : J + I, T(X) = inf{y E A) A4([O,y]) 2 x). 
Since f and g are continuous from the right, A is closed under limits from the 
right, hence r(x) E A for all x E J. Thus, by definition, r : J + A is measure 
preserving with respect o /\J and AA. Hence 
,s (f(xY - g(xWx = ; (f(xY - g(x)VWx) 
= ; (f(r(x)Y - &(x))VUx) 
= \ (MxY - ‘E4(x)p)dx 
if we define f~(x) =f(r(x)), gA(x) = g(r(x)) for x E J and fA(x) = gA(x) = 1 
for x > X(A). r satisfies IT(~) - T(X)/ > 1 y - XI which implies d(f~,g~) < 
d(f, g). Since f~, gA E M we may apply Theorem 1 to summarize 
{ Nx)dx I ,s (f(x)” - g(xWx = s (MxY - gA(x)p)dx 
= qfArO)P - dp(gA,qP L wA,gA) L W,g). 
Similarly one defines Jo and gs to get 
; Q(x)dx I ; If(x) - 1 lP - k(x) - 1 lPdx 
= q_flh v - ~p(g,, lJP F WL?,se) L W,d. 
Thus 
dp(f,g)p - qW)p 5 2W,g) 
and, by symmetry, 
-(&(f, u)p - &(g, u)p) = QXg, u)p - dP(f,+ 5 2d(g,f) = 2d(f,g), 
proving 
Iqf7 WY - dp(g, 4pl i 24f,g). 
Theorem 2 is best possible in the following sense: for every c < 2 there are f, g E 
M, u : I --f I measurable and p 2 1 such that 
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As an example define for any fixed E > 0 f, g and w in the following way: if 0 5 
x < Ethenf(x) = O,g(x) = 1 andv(x) = l.Ife <x 5 2Ethenf(x) = l,g(x) = 
& and U(X) = 0. If x > 2.5 then f(x) = g(x) = U(X) = 1. Then indeed 
&(f, v)P - d,(g, U)PI = 2E - 2E (;)‘=2(l-(f)ii)E>CE 
for sufficiently large p. 
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